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High-temperature superconductivity in the iron pnictides
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A new class of high-temperature superconductors has been discovered in layered iron arsenic compounds. Results in this rapidly moving field may shed light on the still unsolved problem of high-temperature cuprate
superconductivity.

Subject Areas: Superconductivity
In January of this year, a preprint appeared from the
group of Hideo Hosono in Japan showing the existence
of superconductivity in a layered iron arsenide material
with a transition temperature (Tc ) of 26 K [1]. The paper
grew out of an earlier study that found a Tc of 5 K in the
phosphide analogue [2]. In some ways the story looked
very similar to what had been found 22 years earlier
in the cuprates. The parent compound, LaOFeAs, was
not superconducting, but upon replacing some of the
oxygen by fluorine, the material became superconducting. Even the crystal structure was reminiscent of the
cuprates, with layers of FeAs separated by spacer layers of LaO where the fluorine dopants were introduced
(Fig. 1, left).
Following these initial observations, subsequent data
seemed to strengthen the connection between the
cuprates and these so-called “pnictides” (i.e., compounds of the nitrogen group). In particular, the discovery that the spins on the iron atoms in the parent compound order antiferromagnetically seemed to confirm
this picture [3]. As in the cuprates and other unconventional superconductors, the material is an antiferromagnet at low doping and increased doping destroys the antiferromagnetism (Fig. 2), leading to superconductivity.
As a result, many researchers speculated that the mechanism of superconductivity would be related to that of
the cuprates.
But, as further work has shown, the story is not so
simple and there are important differences between the
FeAs materials and cuprates. Although the parent compound in the cuprates is indeed an antiferromagnet, it
is a special type—a Mott insulator—where band theory
says the material should conduct but the charge carriers are localized because of the large Coulomb repulsion, U, between the electrons. This is in contrast to
LaOFeAs, which is an antiferromagnetic “spin-densitywave” metal (with the spins periodically modulated in
space) where the electrons appear to be more delocalized. While antiferromagnetic order in a Mott insulator
arises because the spins can lower their energy if they
are antiparallel to their neighbors, a spin-density wave
is typically a collective effect that emerges from an instability of the paramagnetic Fermi surface.
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FIG. 1: (Left) Crystal structure of the 1111 FeAs material (after
[47]). Fluorine (green) replaces oxygen (gray), donating electrons to the FeAs layers. Other atoms shown are iron (yellow),
arsenic (purple), and lanthanum (light blue). (Right) Crystal
structure of the 122 FeAs material (after [14]). The parent compound of both materials has iron moments (red arrows) that
form a striped antiferromagnetic pattern. Calcium atoms are
shown in blue.

Band calculations based on the local-density approximation (LDA, which is the standard methodology
for band theory and the benchmark method against
which more sophisticated calculations are measured) to
density-functional theory emphasize this difference between these types of antiferromagnetism. For example, band theory predicts that the undoped cuprates
are metallic, in contradiction to experiment, implying
that LDA underestimates the correlations between the
electrons [4]. In contrast, for the FeAs materials, the
antiferromagnetism is predicted to be stronger than
what is actually observed, meaning LDA may overestimate the correlations [5]. Furthermore, although earlier
dynamical mean-field studies (that include local timedependent correlations between the electrons) assumed
an appreciable Coulomb repulsion, U, between the electrons in the FeAs materials [6] comparable to that of the
cuprates, recent calculations indicate that the effective U
may be small [7].
The reason for the possible smallness of U, which conc 2008 American Physical Society
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FIG. 2: (Left) Phase diagram of fluorine doped CeO1− x Fx FeAs
as determined by neutron scattering (from [16]), showing
a smooth (second-order) change from antiferromagnetism
(AFM) at low doping to superconductivity (SC) at larger dopings. TN is the magnetic transition, with the inset the value
of the staggered magnetic moment. (Right) Phase diagram
of fluorine doped LaO1− x Fx FeAs (from [17]), showing a more
abrupt (first-order) change from spin-density-wave (SDW) antiferromagnetism to superconductivity as a function of fluorine content. Ts is the structural transition.

trols the local correlations, is related to another major
difference between the cuprates and the FeAs materials.
The cuprates are very two dimensional in nature, and
the low-energy electrons reside in a single band of carriers formed by the hybridization of the Cu3dx2 − y2 orbitals with oxygen 2p electrons. The net result is that the
effective U is only slightly smaller than that expected for
localized Cud electrons. In contrast, all five Fe3d orbitals
contribute to the electronic structure in the vicinity of
the Fermi level in the FeAs materials. This orbital mixing, coupled to the appreciable hybridization of the Fed
electrons with the Asp electrons, may strongly reduce
the effective U as compared to the cuprates.
Moreover, the coppers also sit at symmetry sites that
exhibit strong planar coordination, as opposed to the
tetrahedral coordination of iron atoms in the FeAs materials. In fact, recent studies indicate that the upper
critical magnetic field that destroys superconductivity is
only moderately anisotropic in the FeAs materials and
the anisotropy actually becomes smaller with increasing magnetic field [8]. This may be good news, actually,
since one of the issues that has limited practical applications of cuprates is their extreme anisotropy.
Since the discovery of superconductivity in
LaOFeAs—known as the “1111” structure from its
formula unit—scientists have made a number of analogues, primarily by substituting other rare earth ions
for La (Fig. 1, left). With either doping or pressure,
it has been possible to achieve a Tc beyond 50 K [9].
Moreover, a simpler class of materials based on the
BaFe2 As2 parent compound (the “122” structure, Fig. 1,
right) that does not have the LaO spacer layers also superconducts with a comparable Tc to the 1111 materials
[10]. More recently, superconductivity at 18 K has been
discovered in an even simpler FeSe material [11]. The
race is therefore on, just as for the cuprates, to discover
materials with increasingly higher Tc . If a material
could be discovered with a Tc above the temperature of
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77 K where air liquifies (as occurred in the cuprates),
then things would become really interesting.
Although the situation changes daily, several important facts have emerged about the physics of these new
FeAs materials. The antiferromagnetism of the parent
(undoped) compound is somewhat different from that
found in the cuprates. It is composed of aligned iron
spins that alternate in direction from one row of iron
atoms to the next (Fig. 1, right), leading to a stripe-like
structure (as opposed to the checkerboard pattern of up
and down spins seen in the cuprates) [3, 12]. The magnetic phase appears to be associated with a distortion
of the crystal lattice from a tetragonal to an orthorhombic structure [12, 13]. In some materials, the magnetism
seems to be directly tied to the structural transition and
in one example it was shown that the magnetic transition follows the hysteresis in temperature associated
with the first-order structural transition [14]. In other
cases, though, the magnetism appears at a lower temperature than the structural transition, and sometimes
does not occur at all. For instance, in NdOFeAs, the
iron spins only order when the neodynium spins order,
which occurs at a very low temperature [15].
So, what happens when one moves off of stoichiometry by doping? The structural transition is rapidly
suppressed, the magnetism collapses, and the material
becomes superconducting (Fig. 2 shows the phase diagram associated with this behavior). In some compounds, the magnetism appears to smoothly vanish
before superconductivity smoothly turns on (Fig. 2,
left) [16]; in other cases, it appears that the magnetism abruptly disappears with the superconductivity
abruptly appearing (Fig. 2, right) [17].
The difference between this “second-order” and
“first-order” behavior may be a materials issue (as
plagued the cuprates in the early days), or simply
subtle structural differences between the various compounds. Similar behavior can be achieved by pressure
rather than by chemical doping [18]. The primary effect appears to be a “shrinking” of the lattice, leading to
greater itineracy of the electrons and the resultant onset of superconductivity. This is particularly clear in
the 122 materials, where one sees that superconductivity emerges from a “collapsed” tetragonal phase that differs from both the high-temperature tetragonal and lowtemperature orthorhombic phases of the parent compound [19].
Much of this behavior can be understood from bandstructure calculations within the local-density approximation. Although such calculations have a tendency
to overestimate the size of the magnetic moment in the
parent compound as mentioned above [20], they do find
that the stable ground state has the striped magnetic
structure observed experimentally, and that this structure is stabilized by the orthorhombic deformation [21].
In addition, the “collapsed” phase is predicted to be
nonmagnetic as well [22]. In all phases, band theory
predicts a metal with several (mostly cylindrical) Fermi
c 2008 American Physical Society
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surfaces [23] that are separated by a wave vector that is
consistent with the period of the magnetic phase (Fig. 3),
leading to a “nesting” picture for the origin of the magnetism, as occurs in chromium. The result is that part
of the Fermi surface is destroyed in the magnetic phase
[24]. The predicted Fermi surface has been directly observed by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
[25], and is consistent as well with a recent quantum oscillation study [26]. Both measurements find relatively
modest electronic masses, consistent with itinerant (delocalized) behavior of the electrons.
Angle-resolved photoemission studies have in turn
been able to map out the anisotropy in momentum of
the superconducting energy gap [27], which is important in identifying the nature of the order parameter
associated with the superconducting condensate. Although the magnitude of the gap appears to differ in
size from one Fermi surface cylinder to the next, the gap
anisotropy on each cylinder is relatively weak. In particular, no evidence for nodes—that is, points in momentum where the energy gap vanishes—has been found.
This is supported by other measurements, most notably
electron tunneling [28]. In addition, a recent study of the
penetration depth of a magnetic field into the superconductor has found an exponential temperature dependence consistent with a nodeless gap [29]. On the other
hand, NMR studies [30] have found the ubiquitous T 3
behavior of the spin-lattice relaxation rate associated
with a gap that has nodes, as seen in cuprates and heavy
fermion superconductors. Although this could be a consequence of disorder [31], one should caution that for a
number of years, it was thought that cuprates also had
a nodeless gap, until detailed measurements on wellcharacterized samples indicated otherwise, with the location of these nodes consistent with the d-wave symmetry of the order parameter.
Based on the measurements suggesting a relatively
isotropic gap, one might jump to the conclusion that
these materials are more like classic superconductors
such as niobium and lead than the cuprates. But a growing body of theoretical and experimental work suggests
otherwise. Theoretical calculations indicate that the
electron-phonon coupling is weak [32]. These same calculations predict a phonon spectrum in good agreement
with that obtained from inelastic neutron scattering [33].
This would argue against an electron-phonon origin to
the superconductivity, though Yildirim has cautioned
that given the strong sensitivity of the magnetism to the
crystal structure, there may be a strong spin-lattice coupling that could indirectly contribute to superconductivity [22].
In fact, one of the leading candidates to emerge for
the superconducting order parameter is the so-called s±
state [34]. The nature of this state can be appreciated
from Fig. 3. The idea is that the superconducting order parameter has one sign on the cylinders around the
Γ point of the Brillouin zone, but the opposite sign on
those around the M point (the energy gap being proDOI: 10.1103/Physics.1.21
URL: http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/Physics.1.21

FIG. 3: The Fermi surface and superconducting gap (∆) of
Ba0.6 K0.4 Fe2 As2 as determined from angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (from Ding et al.[27]). The Fermi surface
is the surface of constant energy in momentum space that separates the filled from the unfilled states. The 3D plot shows
the gap at 15 K as a function of the x and y components of
the momentum (Γ, M, and X label high symmetry points of
the two-dimensional Brillouin zone), with the colors indicating the gap magnitude (the gap amplitude vs temperature is
shown in the inset). The gap anisotropy in momentum space
is weak, though the gap magnitude differs between the various Fermi surfaces (α, β, γ). The image at the bottom is the
photoemission intensity near the Fermi energy.

portional to the modulus of the order parameter). Such
a state can be realized in a model where the pairing is
mediated by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. In this
picture, an attractive interaction can be realized if the
order parameter changes its sign under translation by
the wave vector, q, of the magnetic state (in real space,
this gives rise to an oscillatory potential that is attractive for certain spacings of the electrons comprising the
Cooper pair). This is exactly the right vector needed to
connect the cylinders at Γ to those at M. So, although
the order parameter is unconventional, the energy gap
has no nodes. The origin of this s± state from microscopic considerations, and its consequences in regards
to experimental data, have been treated in a number of
other studies [31, 35]. Although measurements sensitive to the phase of the condensate have so far not indicated any evidence for sign changes in the order parameter [36], a recent inelastic neutron scattering study
has found a spin-one magnetic resonance [37] thought
to be associated with a sign change of the superconducting order parameter under translation by q (as observed
previously in cuprates and several heavy fermion superconductors).
Of course, these are early days, and many other possibilities exist besides s± pairing induced by antiferroc 2008 American Physical Society
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magnetic spin fluctuations. A large variety of other superconducting order parameters associated with differing pairing mechanisms have been proposed, including p-wave [38] and various d-wave and mixed symmetry [39] states. Some of these order parameters have
nodes, others do not. Moreover, a variety of microscopic
models, most of them based on magnetic fluctuations,
have been proposed. The models typically differ in the
number of bands thought necessary to capture the lowenergy physics—anywhere from two-band models [40]
to five-band ones [41]. This is in contrast to cuprates,
where a single band of carriers (per CuO2 plane) captures the low-energy physics [42]. So, although the FeAs
problem may be simpler than the cuprate one because
the electron correlations are weaker, the number of possibilities to describe the superconducting order parameter is much greater because of the multiband nature
of the materials. Again, it will take careful measurements on well-characterized samples to definitively address this question. In particular, as in the cuprates, it
may ultimately take phase sensitive measurements to finally resolve this issue.
Even if we know the order parameter, this will not
“solve” the problem. Phase-sensitive measurements in
the cuprates finally nailed down their d-wave symmetry back in the mid 1990s, yet the microscopic theory of
these materials is still not determined. Sorting out the
multiband nature of the FeAs materials, and the complex role that the magnetism and the crystal structure
play, will be necessary before this can be accomplished.
And although much has been made recently of the differences these materials have from the cuprates, other
studies show some similarities. Various photoemission
[43], tunneling [44], and optics [45] studies are quite
reminiscent of the cuprates, including the possible presence of a precursor gap (a “pseudogap”) existing above
Tc . Pursuing the various similarities and differences between these two classes of materials may help unravel
the physics of both of them. If anything, the experience
with the cuprates, where different classes of materials
have quite different transition temperatures [46], may
help point the way to finding variants of the FeAs materials with higher Tc . One can only imagine the impact
this could have on technology if an isotropic-like material superconducting above liquid air temperature is
found. Then, the true superconductivity revolution that
was predicted in 1987 for the cuprates could ultimately
be realized in their FeAs cousins.
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